U.S. Bank Stadium
Nursing Mother’s Suite and Video Production Work Surface RFP
May 24, 2018
Addendum 01
This addendum forms a part of the documents and modifies the Request for Proposal dated May 9,
2018. The Proposer is responsible for determination of proposal requirements affected by Addendum
items.
CLARIFICATIONS AND ADDITIONAL ITEMS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE PROPOSAL
Nursing Suite
1. Furr out two walls (north and east) with metal studs and sheetrock. Include finish-taping work
and painting of these new walls.
2. The new door to have an occupancy indicator and lock, similar to the nearby Family Restrooms.
3. The new door is to have the shade/blind internal to the glass, and operable from inside the
room.
4. Fire sprinkler to have semi-recessed heads, and be extended to below the new Acoustical
ceiling.
5. Electricians are to include (2) new 2’ x 4’ dimmable LED lights, and (2) new dimmable LED
overhead can lights. These to be all on one circuit.
6. The (3) new power outlets noted in the RFQ does not include the requested TV outlet.
7. The TV Outlet is a duplex power and single data outlet. Data ran to the nearest IDF and coiled
for final connection by others (work coordinated with SMG IT staff). Proposer will include the
installed connector on the coiled cable.
8. The countertop is to have 12” clear space on the top surface, plus the back 2” tall “backsplash”
(so approximately 13” deep overall).
Video Production Room
9. The new countertop is to have a finished bottom at the overhang, since it can be seen from
below.
10. The brackets for the countertop are to be painted to match the sheetrock wall that they are
attached to.
Allowances:
11. The allowances are to be included in the base bid, line itemed as alternate additions.
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